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Based upon the Principles of Ayn Rand’s Objectivism, The Page of Reason is a cause-andeffect analysis concerning the future prospects for human life, on Earth. And it incorporates
an action plan for elevating those prospects.
Since the advent of primeval languages, our human minds have been assaulted by evermore, ever-various, ever-contradictory, and ever-evasive irrational ideas. And, on countless
occasions throughout the ages, willfully chosen and enacted to their final social conclusions, irrational ideas have caused vast destitution, destruction, and death.
Our primeval natures will always be with us. However, irrational ideas are just simplistic
conceptual errors. They are just ideas that have become entangled with the persistent and
pernicious, primeval principle that: anything-goes!
With great life-enriching effects, we are able to overcome primeval anything-goes ideas by
wisely employing our reasoning skills. And it is only by such wise reasoning that we will
ever become able to consistently cultivate our pursuits of happiness.
Such a wise desire notwithstanding, it is impossible to know the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth—about the facts of human rationality, in detail. However, by wellformulated principles, we can profitably progress towards that important purpose.
To be useful, to be stable, to be good, to be true, such well-formulated principles must
subsume the broadest reasonably possible range of presently known facts, and they must
be well-anchored within objective reality, by incisive rational-work.
Let there be light! And there is light, a human light: reason. And, as we proceed, by principles, to further separate the light from the darkness, we will see that this light is good.
Having reasonably absorbed a broad range of objective knowledge, Orrin became
acutely aware of rationality’s unique role as our distinctive human attribute, and that reason, rationality’s method of performing work, is the essential tool for each of our lifeenriching pursuits. Then, as he worked hard to further develop his limited writing skills,
for this one sole purpose, Orrin produced The Page of Reason.
Orrin lives and works from his home in Leander, Texas, surviving there with never-giveup! Jumbo, his Jack Russell Terrorist friend. Further biography resides within “Part 3: The
Beginnings.”
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